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Partial Mathing of Planar Polygons Under Translation and Rotation

Eri C. MCreath�

Abstrat

Curve mathing is an important omputational task for

domains suh as: reonstrution of arhaeologial frag-

ments, forensis investigation, measuring melodi simi-

larity, and model-based objet reognition. There are a

variety of measures and algorithmi approahes used to

address the urve mathing problem inluding: shape

signature strings with substring mathing, geometri

hashing, and Hausdor� distane approahes. In this pa-

per we propose an approah that uses a turning funtion

representation of the shape and also uses a L2 measure

for omparing mathes. The novel algorithm presented

�nds the best math along a �xed length portion of two

polygon's perimeters where the polygons may be arbi-

trarily translated and rotated. The algorithm's time

omplexity is O(mn(n + m)) where n and m are the

numbers of verties in the perimeters being mathed.

The utility of the algorithm is demonstrated in the re-

onstrution of a small jigsaw puzzle.

1 Introdution

Reonstrution of a broken objet is an important yet

time onsuming task for a number of disiplines in-

luding forensis and arheology. Digitally automat-

ing or semi-automating this proess is bene�ial. Jig-

saw puzzles, whih are a simplisti form of this reon-

strution problem, have been investigated by a num-

ber of researhers over the last 50 years. Freeman and

Garder[6℄ produed what is generally onsidered the

�rst of these investigations. They mathed portions

of a piee by omparing features extrated from the

shape of those portions. There has sine been a variety

of other approahes in solving this problem inluding:

urve mathing ombinatorial optimization[11℄, use of

ritial points[10, 8, 7℄, shape and image mathing[12℄,

and even an attempt to reonstrut the puzzle via a

robot [4℄. In many respets the jigsaw puzzle problem

is a muh simpler problem than the more general reon-

strution of a broken fragment due to the well de�ned

onstraints on the shape of jigsaw puzzles, though it is

not a simple problem to solve.

This paper proposes a novel algorithm whih takes

two polygons and mathes a �xed length portion of the
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polygons perimeter. The polygons may be arbitrarily

translated and rotated, however they are not saled.

This algorithm �nds the math whih minimizes the L2
distane of the turning funtions of the two portions

of the polygons. The novelty of the approah taken in

this paper is how a �xed length portion of two unsaled

polygons an be mathed. Suh mathing is useful for

reonstrution when fragments are mathed against the

omplement of other fragments.

Arkin et al. [3℄ proposed using the L2 distane be-

tween turning funtions of polygons to ompare two

shapes. Their algorithm works in O(mn logmn) time

where n and m are the numbers of verties in the poly-

gons. The Arkin et al. approah is di�erent to the

ontribution made in this paper as they �nd mathes

between two entire polygons whih have both been

resaled to have a perimeter length of 1.

Cohen and Guibas [5℄ developed an algorithm that

mathes a polyline by translation, rotation, and saling

to a part of another polyline. Their algorithm works in

O(m2n2) time where m and n are the numbers of edges

within the polylines. The approah taken in this paper

is di�erent to the Cohen and Guibas approah, as Cohen

and Guibas �nds the shifting and strething parameters

that minimize a ombination of L2 distane of the turn-

ing funtions and math length. Whereas, in this paper,

the approah presented �nds the two shifting parame-

ters whih determine where the mathing portions of

the polygons will start.

Aloupis et al. [1, 2℄ developed an approah that

�nds the minimum area between two given orthogonal

melodies with periods of 2�. Their approah runs in

O(n2 log n) time and an be used for mathing short

patterns in a database of musi. This is the same prob-

lem of mathing polygons when a turning funtion rep-

resentation is used. The problem Aloupis et al. ad-

dress is di�erent to the problem this paper addresses

as Aloupis et al. use an L1 distane and they fous

on omparing either two yli melodies (parallels with

Arkin et al.) or a melody whih mathes a portion of an-

other melody. Whereas, this paper uses the L2 distane

and fouses on �xed length portions as these portions

ould our anywhere along the x-axis of the two turn-

ing funtions. If the approah presented in this paper

was applied to the musi domain, then the approah

ould be used to �nd ommon melodies of �xed length

whih our anywhere within two items of musi.
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2 Problem Setup

Let A and B denote two planar polygons with n and

m verties respetively. The verties of A are points

in the xy-plane denoted f _a0; _a1; : : : ; _an�1g. Vertex _ai is

onneted to vertex _ai+1 by an edge. Also vertex _an�1
is onneted to vertex _a0 by an edge. To simplify the

wrapping of the polygon we also de�ne _ai+n = _ai; 8i �

0. Let �ai denote the vetor from _ai to _ai+1, this vetor

provides the diretion and length of edge i and may

be alulated by �ai = _ai+1 � _ai. So j�aij is the length

of edge i. Let ai denote the distane from _a0 to _ai
following the perimeter of the polygon. More formally

ai =
Pi�1

j=0 j�aj j. Note that a0 = 0 and an is the length

of the perimeter. Let the turning funtion tA(d) be the

aumulative turning angle at distane d around the

perimeter of A from _a0. _bi, �bi, bi, and tB(d) are de�ned

for polygon B in a similar way to that of polygon A.

Figure 1 shows an example of a simple polygon and

its turning funtion representation. We wish to deter-

mine how well portions of one polygon will �t together

with that of another. The turning funtion provides an

eÆient way of determining if polylines losely follow

eah other[3℄. This eÆieny is due to the translation

invariant nature of the representation. Also, �nding the

best rotation of one polygon onto the other an be an-

alytially determined without expliitly searhing this

dimension.

An L2 distane is used over a �xed length l of the

perimeter to determine the error in mathing a parti-

ular on�guration. Given this �xed perimeter length

we must �nd the minimum error over a 3 dimensional

spae, where the dimensions are: the starting loation

sA of the mathing on the perimeter of polygon A; the

starting loation sB on polygon B; and the angle of ro-

tation �. The start loation sA (and sB) is the distane

around the perimeter from a0 (and b0). Thus the error

we wish to minimize over sA, sB , and � is:

error(sA; sB ; �) =

Z l

0
(tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x) + �)2dx

3 Searhing

To searh for the values that minimize the error, we �rst

show how to alulate the � that minimizes the error

for a given sA and sB . We denote this minimum angle

with the funtion ��(sA; sB). This alulation is done

in the same way as [3℄. We set the partial derivative of

error(sA; sB ; �) to zero �nding the only ritial point at:

� =
�
R l
0 tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x)dx

l

A seond derivative test reveals that this is the mini-

mum. Thus we set:

��(sA; sB) =
�
R l
0 tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x)dx

l

This enables us to redue the degrees of freedom for

the searh down to 2 as:

min ferror(sA; sB ; �)g = min ferror(sA; sB ; �
�(sA; sB))g

Let:

error�(sA; sB) = error(sA; sB ; �
�(sA; sB))

=
R l
0(tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x)

�

R l
0 tA(sA+x)�tB(sB+x)dx

l )2dx

=
R l
0(tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x))2dx�
(
R l
0 tA(sA+x)�tB(sB+x)dx)

2

l
= II(sA; sB)�

1
l I(sA; sB)

2

where

I(sA; sB) =

Z l

0
tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x)dx

and

II(sA; sB) =

Z l

0
(tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x))2dx

Sine both sA and sB are ontinuous values it is im-

possible to expliitly searh all possibilities. However,

this searh spae may be partitioned by lines into a num-

ber of regions. The lines are either when verties of the

two polygons line up or when the start or end of the

mathing region lines up with a vertie on a polygon.

The minimum of the error funtion over eah region an

be found at the rossing points on the border of the re-

gion. Hene, the minimum over the entire searh spae

an be found by onsidering all the points at whih these

lines interset.

As the funtions tA and tB are both pieewise on-

stant, both tA(sA + x)� tB(sB + x) and (tA(sA + x)�

tB(sB + x))2 will also be pieewise onstant funtions

in the variable x. Hene to alulate I(sA; sB) and

II(sA; aB) one an simply sum the length of the on-

tribution of eah of the onstant setions multiplied by

the value for that setion. We let Xij(sA; sB) be the

length of the ontribution made by the polygon sides �ai
and �bj . This an be alulated via:

Xij(sA; sB) = j(maxf0; ai � sA; bj � sBg;

minfl; ai+1 � sA; bj+1 � sBg)j

where j(x; y)j = maxfy � x; 0g. We also let �ij =

tA(ai)� tB(bj). So we now have:

I(sA; sB) =
X

ij

Xij(sA; sB)�ij
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Figure 1: a) A simple polygon. b) The turning funtion for the polygon shown in a).

and

II(sA; sB) =
X

ij

Xij(sA; sB)(�
2
ij)

The Xij an be rewritten as a linear funtion in sA
and sB for 10 di�erent regions of the sA, sB plane. This

an be done by onsidering: the three di�erent possi-

ble maximums with the three possible minimums; along

with the no overlapping possibility.

Xij(sA; sB) =

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

l if 0 � ai � sA^

0 � bj � sB^

l � ai+1 � sA^

l � bj+1 � sB
ai+1 � sA if 0 � ai � sA^

0 � bj � sB^

ai+1 � sA � bj+1 � sB^

ai+1 � sA � l^

ai+1 � sA � 0
...

...

0 otherwise

The sA,sB plane an be divide up into regions via the

following lines: 0 = ai � sA, 0 = bj � sB , ai � sA =

bj � sB , l = ai � sA, and l = bj � sB . Within eah

of these regions Xij will be linear with respet to sA
and sB. Moreover, within eah of these regions both

I(sA; sB) and II(sA; sB) will be linear with respet to

sA and sB . For eah region r, let 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and

6, be the onstants suh that:

Ir(sA; sB) = 1sA + 2sB + 3

and

IIr(sA; sB) = 4sA + 5sB + 6

then

error�r(sA; sB) = IIr(sA; sB)�
1
l Ir(sA; sB)

2

= �
21
l s

2
A �

22
l s

2
B �

212
l sAsB+

(4 �
213

l )sA + (5 �
223

l )sB+

6 �
23
l

It is simple to on�rm that the minimum of this funtion

will be at one of the verties of the region. Therefore,

to �nd the minimum of this funtion over the entire sA,

sB plane, one may simply �nd the minimum over all the

points at whih the lines ross. Fortunately, we do not

need to realulate I and II for every point, as we an

move from one rossing point to a neighboring rossing

point and evaluate the new error from information from

the previous point in a onstant amount of time.

4 The Algorithm

The algorithm works by alulating the error on eah

of the rossing points between the lines over the entire

plane. There are at most1 nm sloping lines ai � sA =

bj � sB . These are all parallel with eah other and have

a gradient of -1. Also, there are at most 2n horizontal

lines 0 = ai � sA or l = ai � sA. Finally, there are

at most 2m vertial lines 0 = bj � sB or l = bj � sB .

The sloping lines will interset with both the vertial

and horizontal lines. To alulate the minimum over all

these interseting points we onsider eah of the slop-

ing lines in turn. We begin at any point on a line and

alulate I(sA; sB) and II(sA; sB). This may be a-

omplished in n+m steps by moving aross the turning

funtions of A and B summing ontributions to the in-

tegrals. One this is alulated it is possible to slide

along this sloping line to the next point where a ver-

tial or horizontal line intersets with it. We denote

this new point (s0A; s
0
B). I(s0A; s

0
B) and II(s0A; s

0
B) an

be alulated using I(sA; sB) and II(sA; sB) and sub-

trating the ontributions that no longer overlap and

adding the new overlapping ontributions. This may be

ahieved in onstant time. Therefore, �nding the min-

imum over all points whih interset with the sloping

lines is O(mn(m + n)). The other points that must be

onsidered our when horizontal and vertial lines in-

terset. There are at most 4nm of these. The error for

1There ould be fewer lines if a number of ombinations of i
and j produe the same line.
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eah of these an be alulated separately in at most

n +m steps. Hene, the omplexity of alulating the

points of intersetion for both the horizontal and verti-

al lines is O(mn(n+m)). Moreover, the time omplex-

ity of alulating the on�guration that minimizes error

is O(mn(n+m)). Note that the spae required for this

algorithm is only O(n+m).

5 Disussion

The mathing algorithm was implemented and used

within a puzzle solving program to demonstrate the util-

ity of the mathing algorithm. The data sets onsisted

of a simple 20 piee puzzle. The puzzle solving pro-

gram used a greedy approah. The minimum error is

found between eah fragment and the omplement of

another fragment using the algorithm presented in this

paper. The fragments with the minimum error are re-

moved from the set of fragments, then the fragments

are joined forming a new fragment whih is then inor-

porated bak into the set of fragments. This proess is

repeated until all the fragments are joined into a single

fragment. Clearly, this greedy approah is not guaran-

teed to produe either an optimal or orret solution.

However, in the puzzle tested the greedy approah pro-

dued a orret result. Note that, the �xed mathing

length was manually tune for this partiular puzzle.

A larger lass of shapes an be more ompatly and

aurately represented by inluding irular ars as

edges. In suh ases the turning funtion is pieewise

linear. Arkin et al. [3℄ onsidered this for mathing

shapes. In a similar way the algorithm presented in this

paper ould be extended to inlude irular ars. Suh

a representation would learly perform well for shapes

like the puzzle fragments.

In terms of improving the performane of the algo-

rithm it would be possible to use an approah similar to

that of Lateki et al. [9℄ where polygons undergo a urve

evolution to approximate a polygon with fewer edges.

This approximation would be within some known error

of the turning funtion. This ould be used to prune

large setions of the searh, as bounds ould be found for

partiular regions of the searh spae. The optimal on-

�guration ould then be found on this restrited searh

spae. Hene, the overall algorithm would produe the

optimal result more quikly. In general it is unlikely

that suh a modi�ation would improve the worst ase

omplexity of the algorithm, however, it ould improve

the expeted running time of the algorithm.
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